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ABSTRACT
Light-sheet microscopy (LSM) has received great interest for fluorescent imaging applications in biomedicine as
it facilitates three-dimensional visualisation of large sample volumes with high spatiotemporal resolution whilst
minimising irradiation of, and photo-damage to the specimen. Despite these advantages, LSM can only visualise
superficial layers of turbid tissues, such as mammalian neural tissue. Propagation-invariant light modes have
played a key role in the development of high-resolution LSM techniques as they overcome the natural divergence
of a Gaussian beam, enabling uniform and thin light-sheets over large distances. Most notably, Bessel and
Airy beam-based light-sheet imaging modalities have been demonstrated. In the single-photon excitation regime
and in lightly scattering specimens, Airy-LSM has given competitive performance with advanced Bessel-LSM
techniques. Airy and Bessel beams share the property of self-healing, the ability of the beam to regenerate
its transverse beam profile after propagation around an obstacle. Bessel-LSM techniques have been shown to
increase the penetration-depth of the illumination into turbid specimens but this effect has been understudied
in biologically relevant tissues, particularly for Airy beams. It is expected that Airy-LSM will give a similar
enhancement over Gaussian-LSM. In this paper, we report on the comparison of Airy-LSM and Gaussian-
LSM imaging modalities within cleared and non-cleared mouse brain tissue. In particular, we examine image
quality versus tissue depth by quantitative spatial Fourier analysis of neural structures in virally transduced
fluorescent tissue sections, showing a three-fold enhancement at 50µm depth into non-cleared tissue with Airy-
LSM. Complimentary analysis is performed by resolution measurements in bead-injected tissue sections.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Light-sheet microscopy (LSM) has emerged as a powerful fluorescence imaging technique for biomedical research.
LSM facilitates three-dimensional (3D) imaging of large sample volume with high spatial and temporal resolution
and minimises irradiation of the sample. It is no wonder that LSM is ideally suited for imaging studies in
developmental biology1 and neuroscience.2,3 Imaging in relatively transparent and low-scattering specimens
can be achieved using existing LSM systems,2 it is desirable to be able to image in more turbid tissues such
as mammalian brains. Few studies have investigated the performance of LSM in such media, and most have
approached this from a theoretical perspective.4
While propagation-invariant beams, such as Bessel and Airy beams, have been shown to be beneficial for
high-resolution LSM over an extended field-of-view (FOV),5–9 they additionally have the ability to reform their
original transverse profile after propagation through an obstacle. This so called ”self-healing” has been extensively
studied for both Bessel beams10–12 and Airy beams12–17 but have only traditionally considered amplitude based
obstructions. In practice, scattering in biological tissue will result from a mixture of amplitude and phase objects.
Some recent studies have shown that Bessel beam based imaging modalities perform better than their Gaussian
counterparts in the presence of turbid media.5,18
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In this paper, we aim to demonstrate that Airy-LSM (ALSM) offers similar improvements in image quality
and imaging depth over Gaussian-LSM (GLSM) as has been observed for Bessel-LSM. We provide a quantitative
analysis of images acquired by both modalities on common tissue sections from mouse brains. A windowed
Fourier analysis method is developed to quantify image quality in images of fluorescently labelled neurons and
homogeneous point-like resolution probes were used to quantify maximum imaging depth in tissue. Optical
clearing is used to tune the scattering properties of the tissue, adding an extra degree of freedom to the study.
2 METHODS
This section describes the ALSM system, the preparation of neural tissues used in this study, and the windowed
Fourier analysis method and spot-finding algorithm we used to quantify image quality.
2.1 Airy light-sheet microscope
The ALSM is described in detail elsewhere.8 Throughout this paper, the laboratory and tissue reference frame
is referred to with primed coordinates, x′, y′, and z′, where z′ = 0 defines the top surface of the tissue section.
The microscope reference frame is defined by unprimed coordinates, x, y, and z, where z is the optic axis of the
detection objective lens and light-sheet propagation is in the positive x direction (see Fig. 1).
Images of tissue sections were acquired using both GLSM and ALSM (Airy parameter: α = 78) modalities.
Both modalities were used to image the same regions of the tissue to enable direct comparison. Isotropic
resolution of 800nm was expected for both modalities within their high resolution FOV. The FOV for GLSM
is 16µm, beyond which the resolution rapidly decays. For ALSM, the FOV is 340µm.8 Z-stacks were acquired
over an axial distance of 200µm with z-plane spacing of 400nm. The illumination power was kept constant for all
experiments at 240µW. All ALSM datasets were deconvolved as described by Vettenburg et al .8 Deconvolution
was not performed on GLSM datasets, as this is not a strict requirement for GLSM and introduces strong
artefacts into regions of the image at the edge of, and outwith, the high-resolution FOV.
2.2 Mouse breeding and husbandry
Animal experiments were reviewed and approved by the University of St Andrews Animal Ethics and Welfare
Committee under Dr Tello’s Home Office Project License 70/7924. A Cre recombinase (Cre)-dependent ade-
noassociated virus vector was used to target expression of mCherry (a monomeric red fluorescent protein) to
hypothalamic Kiss1+ neurons in Kiss1-creGFP mice. All breeding and husbandry was performed at the Univer-
sity of St. Andrews, St. Mary’s Animal Unit. Mice heterozygous for the Kiss1-creGFP locus were obtained by
breeding heterozygous Kiss1 tm1.1(cre/EGFP)Stei/J mice. Subjects were weaned at 21 days and housed in same-sex
groups, under regular light-dark cycles (12h light, 12h dark) with food and water available ad libitum.
Figure 1. Schematic of LSM objective lenses oriented at 45◦ to the z′-axis (vertical) with illumination (green) along the
x-axis and fluorescence detection (red) along the z-axis. Unprimed coordinates, x and z: microscope reference frame,
primed coordinates, x′ and z′: laboratory reference frame. y = y′.
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2.3 Preparation of virally transduced tissue
Adult female heterozygous Kiss1-creGFP mice were anaesthetised with isofluorane, and viral particles (AAV;
AAV1/2-Ef1a-DIO-mCherry-wPRE; 1.75x1011gc/ml; prepared in-house as described by McClure et al19) were
stereotaxically injected bilaterally into the hypothalamic arcurate nucleus (coordinates: AP −1.6, ML ±0.3, DV
−5.9) using a pulled glass pipette at a volume of 400nL/side, at a rate of 75nL/min using pressure injection.
After surgery, mice were returned to their cages for 3 weeks to allow for viral vector activation.
2.4 Tissue preparation
Animals were deeply anaesthetised with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital (100mg/kg) and transcardially
perfused with 0.1M PBS (pH 7.4) followed by 4% PFA in PBS (pH 7.4). Brains were removed from the skull and
post-fixed overnight in 4% PFA in PBS and subsequently cryopreserved in 30% sucrose in 0.1M PBS. The brains
were sectioned using a Compresstome vibratome (Precisionary Instruments VF-300) at a thickness of 400µm.
2.5 Preparation of bead-injected tissue
Adult female wild type mice were anaesthetised as described above. Fluorescent beads (Duke Scientific R600,
600nm diameter polystyrene, red fluorescence), diluted 1:50 in PBS, were stereotaxically injected with a volume
of 500nL/side bilaterally into the arcuate nucleus as described previously. Mice were culled 2h following bead
injection and post-fixed as described above. After clearing, the density of beads was significantly reduced and a
further injection was performed on the fixed tissue.
2.6 Optical clearing
Tissue sections were optically cleared using TDE as described by Constantini et al .20 The cleared tissue sections
were embedded in 1% LMP agarose gel made with 47% TDE/PBS buffer and immersed in 47% TDE/PBS during
imaging. Non-cleared tissue was embedded in 1% LMP agarose gel made with 0.1M PBS buffer and immersed
in 0.1M PBS during imaging.
2.7 Windowed Fourier analysis method
The windowed Fourier analysis method used for image analysis is described below.
The spectral magnitude within the nth spectral window of an image of the x′ − y′ plane, Sn(z′), is given by:
Sn(z
′) =
∫ kr,n
kr,n−1
∫ 2pi
0
|I˜(kr, kθ; z′)|krdkrdkθ∫ kr,n
kr,n−1
∫ 2pi
0
krdkrdkθ
(1)
where I˜(kr, kθ; z
′) is the Fourier transform of the image plane I(x′, y′; z′) in cylindrical coordinates and kr,n is
the radial spatial frequency separating spectral windows in 10% increments of the diffraction limit:
kr,n =
n
10
2NA
λ
(2)
The enhancement factor, describing relative imaging performance, within a given spectral window is then
given by the ratio between Airy and Gaussian imaging modalities:
EFn(z
′) =
Sn(z
′)Airy
Sn(z′)Gaussian
(3)
2.8 Spot-finding algorithm and FWHM measurements
A spot-finding algorithm written in-house in MATLAB was used to locate individual point-spread-functions
(PSFs) within the size range 0.6 − 4.0µm and fit one-dimensional (1D) Gaussian functions along the lateral
(x, y) and axial (z) directions. The full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) was then determined from the fitted
Gaussian profile.
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The following section describes the experimental results of our study. Volumetric image stacks acquired by
GLSM and ALSM in non-cleared and cleared tissue were analysed. Virally transduced tissue is analysed using
a windowed Fourier method, and FWHM analysis is performed on bead-injected tissue .
3.1 Fourier analysis of virally transduced fluorescent tissue sections
The use of Fourier analysis for analysis of image quality in thick tissues is motivated by the large variability of
biological structures and the different features observed at different length scales. Our Fourier analysis method
is described in Section 2.7 and we investigated this method as a function of tissue depth z′ in order to concisely
capture the effect of aberrations on both the illumination and detection pathways with a single metric.4 Due
to the large difference in FOV between the imaging methods (16µm for GLSM, 340µm for ALSM) the images
were apodized with a Gaussian function along the x-axis with a half-width of 8µm and centred of the focus of
the Gaussian light-sheet in order to compare only the regions where similar resolution should be achieved (see
Fig. 2). Taking the average of EFn(z
′) over the high-frequency spectral bands (60− 100% of 2NA/λ) gives an
average enhancement factor, EFHF (z
′) that serves as a good metric for resolution as a function of tissue depth.
This analysis was performed on volumetric image stacks acquired around the surface of non-cleared and
cleared tissue sections with both ALSM and GLSM. Table 1 shows the average linear fit parameters (mean ±
standard deviation) to EFHF (z
′) over 11 volumes from various sample regions in non-cleared tissue and over 9
volumes in cleared tissue.
The positive gradient of these fits indicate that the relative image quality of ALSM compared to GLSM
increases with depth. The image quality of both modalities is expected to decrease with depth as aberrations
increase, but our results show that the image quality of ALSM decreases at a slower rate than for GLSM. In
cleared tissue, the degree of sample-induced aberrations is greatly reduced and it can be expected that the
relative improvement would be less. This is mirrored in our results as the gradient of EFHF (z
′) in cleared tissue
is 5 times lower than in non-cleared tissue.
Figure 2. Maximum intensity projections (x′ − z′ view) of virally transduced tissue sections imaged by ALSM (a) and
GLSM (b). Tissue surface (z′ = 0) is indicated by a dashed white line. Width of Gaussian apodization around Gaussian
focus is indicated by yellow dashed lines. Scale bar: 50µm.
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Table 1. Average linear fit parameters for EFHF (z
′) in non-cleared and cleared tissue sections.
Tissue Type Sample Size EFHF (z
′) gradient (µm−1) EFHF (z′) y-intercept
Non-cleared 11 0.04± 0.02 1.2± 0.2
Cleared 9 0.008± 0.007 1.6± 0.4
If no aberrations are present, both beam types would be expected to give equal performance (EFHF (z
′) = 1)
and so the y-intercept is expected to be unity. In both tissue types, the y-intercept is greater than unity.
In non-cleared tissue this is attributed to a small refractive index mismatch between the agarose the sample
is embedded in and the immersion medium (PBS). The y-intercept is higher still in cleared tissue which we
attribute to stronger spherical aberration due to the refractive index mismatch between the objective lens and
the immersion medium for cleared samples (TDE; n = 1.42 ± 0.0120). Additional control experiments imaging
isolated sub-diffraction limited beads showed a reduction in resolution of approximately 20− 30% when imaging
in the TDE buffer.
3.2 Analysis of homogeneous features in bead-injected tissue
Measurements in bead-injected tissue were also used to control for the variability of feature size encountered in
the virally transduced tissue. The tissue was cut through the site and positioned in the microscope such that the
beads were located at the tissue edge closest to the detection objective lens and volumetric images were acquired
in cleared tissue with ALSM and GLSM and FWHM measurements of bead dimensions were determined (see
Section 2.8). Figure 3 shows maximum intensity projections (x′− z′ view) composite of 3 image stacks acquired
with GLSM and ALSM at different tissue depths. Table 2 shows linear fits of the FWHM measurements versus
tissue depth, z′ for this data. Sample size indicates the number of individual beads identified by the spot-finding
algorithm.
Table 2 shows very similar results for the lateral resolution of each beam type, this is expected as the beam type
is expected to influence only the axial resolution. Unexpectedly, for the axial resolution, the gradient is higher
for ALSM, indicating more rapidly degrading resolution than for GLSM and in contrary to our results in Section
3.1. Visually, from Fig. 3 it appears that the resolution degrades more rapidly for GLSM than ALSM. This
discrepancy can be attributed to the spot-finding algorithm which searches for isolated PSFs ranging between
0.6− 4.0µm. In the Gaussian image, the axial resolution is highly spatially-variant, outwith the high resolution
FOV defined in Section 2.1 the axial resolution quickly degrades and can be in excess of 16µm. When the axial
PSF becomes larger, the likelihood of multiple PSFs overlapping also greatly increases meaning that even when
individual PSFs are still within the upper limit of the algorithm, they may overlap and their combined size will
be rejected by the algorithm. In this way, the algorithm filters out low resolution features in the GLSM data
and therefore underestimates the size of PSFs found in this dataset.
Additionally, the deepest feature to be identified by the spot finding algorithm was found at a depth of
Figure 3. Maximum intensity projections (z′−x′ view) of bead-injected tissue sections imaged by GLSM (a) and ALSM
(b). Tissue surface (z′ = 0) is indicated by a dashed white line. Scale bar: 50µm.
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Table 2. Average linear fit parameters for FWHM(z′) in cleared tissue sections
Beam Type Sample Size Fit Orientation FWHM(z′) gradient FWHM(z′) y-intercept (µm)
Gaussian 86
Lateral (1.9± 0.6)× 10−3 1.1± 0.1
Axial (2.2± 0.6)× 10−3 1.16± 0.09
Airy 257
Lateral (1.7± 0.2)× 10−3 1.18± 0.04
Axial (2.6± 0.3)× 10−3 1.44± 0.06
251± 1µm in the GLSM data, but at 330± 1µm in the ALSM data, further suggesting that ALSM can increase
the penetration depth of the light-sheet into tissue.
4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have used two analysis methods and two types of neural tissues with different degrees of sample-induced
aberrations to investigate the effect of illumination beam type on imaging performance in LSM. Gaussian and
Airy light-sheets were compared. We developed an image quality metric around the magnitude of the spatial
Fourier transform of an image within a certain frequency range. This method can more generally be applied
across a wide range of image modalities when comparisons on a common sample are possible. The enhancement
factor followed a relatively linear trend and indicated an ALSM image retains approximately 3.2 times more
high frequency content than GLSM at 50µm depth within mouse brain tissue. In cleared tissue, the aberrations
were significantly lower, and the gradient of the enhancement factor was also lower. Finally, using homogeneous
point-like resolution probes the maximum imaging depth with each modality was tested. Both ALSM and GLSM
gave similar resolution estimates based on FWHM measurements but small features could be observed at 30%
greater tissue depth with ALSM.
Our analysis shows that the use of an Airy beam for light-sheet illumination does offer advantages in terms
of image quality and imaging depth which we attribute to the natural aberration resistance of the Airy beam.
Given that ALSM can be implemented in a compact and inexpensive manner9 it may be particularly suitable
for biomedical end-users in neuroscience.
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